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Paying crippling premiums for health insurance? T here may be a solution. On August 1 , the
departments of Health and Human Services, Labor, and T reasury implemented new rules
expanding short-term, limited-duration health insurance (ST LDI) options by increasing the plans
from a maximum of three months to twelve and permitting renewability for up to three years—
thus making short-term plans, in essence, a long-term option .
How do ST LDI plans save their members money? For starters, short-term plans are not ACAcompliant. T hey do not offer all ACA required benefits, cover preexisting conditions, prohibit
dollar limits on benefits, or insure dependents to the age of 26—some of the very provisions
that drive up the cost of insurance. But because coverage is less comprehensive, individual
monthly premiums for ST LDI plans cost substantially less than unsubsidized ACA plans (see chart
below). For many Missourians, these affordable plans are a welcomed option.
T he rise of these ST LDI plans will likely affect the ACA insurance markets. T he departure of lowcost, younger and healthier customers could increase the volatility of ACA risk pools and stoke
spiraling premiums further. And for those who choose an ST LDI plan? T hose customers may
have made a bad bet if they get really sick, given ST LDI’s comparatively skinnier benefits relative
to the more expensive ACA plans. But considering that almost half of Missouri’s population is
under the age of 34 and that many are being crushed by exorbitant premiums, a number of
Missourians could benefit from an ST LDI expansion.
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Missouri currently limits its ST LDI plans to six months , requires plans to cover some statemandated benefits, and necessitates that customers have a 63-day gap in coverage before
purchasing short-term plans. T hese regulations impede customers’ access to these plans,
creating significant barriers to affordable insurance.
In the 2018 legislative session, Missouri considered House Bill 1685 , which would have extended
the six-month limit on plans to a full year. T hough the measure did not pass before the session
ended, it received support in both chambers, and a similar bill could appear in 2019. In light of the
change in federal rules, isn’t it time for policymakers to consider expanding short-term plans for
the sake of Missourians’ health—both physical and financial?
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